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The Truth About The Portland Protests Revealed By Chance For President Candidate
Chance Trahan
What Happens During A Black Lives Matter Peaceful Protest Just Might Shock You
PORTLAND, Ore. - July 22, 2020 - PRLog -- I've watched the George Floyd fueled Peaceful Protests in
Portland Oregon being streamed on Facebook for two nights now, and what I've discovered might just put
these tantrums being thrown to rest once and for all. In this article, I'll lay out some of the things that I've
been presented. Grab a drink, this might make you a little hot.
I've been told these protests are peaceful by a narrator. Sure, they seem peaceful. But take into
consideration the agitation and mischief going on that's not being linked to just how unpeaceful these
protesters are. They block the doors to the federal buildings so feds can't make an easy entry onto the scene.
They're beating on the walls the entire time, so Federal agents can't concentrate on their work. Did I
mention that they're yelling at all hours of the night to where people come onto the stream complaining?
Most just want these people shot in the street by law enforcement.
If you disagree with anything said or speak out about any of this in the comments, you're called a troll just
for having the slightest bit of difference. They're chanting, 'Black Lives Matter,' they're screaming justice
for Taylor, they're shouting obscenities at any form of authority, rudely commanding them to quit their
jobs. But, when asked who's negotiating their list of demands, the buck gets passed and nobody knows.
Basically, 'just check the website' is what you're told. No, but thanks anyways.
When you're told you're a troll, you're also called stupid, a joke, delusional, crazy, the name calling just
doesn't stop. You're also offered hugs from strangers, as creepy as that sounds. But something you're never
offered is an intellectual debate, or even just rational conversation. Instead, the crowd that calls you a troll
mercilessly trolls you. Even though their view count is dwindling, you're thanked for their algorithm bump
and spikes in viewers that doesn't exist.
Their view count is not record—breaking by any means neither. When the ugliness of what is the
so—called 'peaceful protesting' starts rearing its beastly head, no one can stand to watch anymore. When
the Feds come out to play with gas canisters and cans of fireworks, everyone does what their 'Feds Go
Home' chant sounds like, and they scatter to their homes.
"LET'S! GO! HOME! — LET'S! GO! HOME!"
Seems more like a marxist guerilla operation than it does an actual protest the longer you pay attention.
BLM even buried the fact that their donations are going straight to the DNC. I'm appalled.
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